The U.S. Department of Defense operates a supply system to support its extensive range of national defense activities. The Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) manages most of the enormous number of items purchased within this system. DLA Troop Support issues and administers vendor contracts, lessening the administrative burden for the DoD.

To streamline its procurement activities, the DLA developed a Prime Vendor Program designed to provide MRO supplies directly from integrated Prime Vendor supply contractors. The goals of the program are to consolidate orders, ensure discounted pricing, obtain items quickly, and receive enhanced logistics services to meet the specific needs of the defense customers.

**NOBLE IS THE MRO PRIME VENDOR FOR MULTIPLE REGIONS OF NATIONAL DEFENSE OPERATIONS**

As the assigned MRO Prime Vendor for CONUS Northeast and Southeast regions of defense operations and EUCOM, CENTCOM, and AFRICOM regions of OCONUS operations, Noble performs tailored logistics support services through the Prime Vendor MRO Program.

**Noble’s logistics capabilities include:**
- Supply chain management
- A single point to consolidate fulfillment of requirements
- 24/7 support
- Custom system integration to support defense ordering requirements
- An infrastructure of base operations and warehouses to maintain supply and facilitate delivery
- Contingency capabilities to cover national emergencies, natural disasters, relief efforts, and troop deployments
- Additional services at base locations associated with military public works and civil engineering exercises

**HOW DO SUPPLIERS BENEFIT?**

When suppliers extend preferred pricing to Noble, they join a team of manufacturers who benefit from Noble’s 35+ years of expertise as a provider of supply and logistics services to government. Suppliers are stakeholders in Noble’s accelerating growth and share in Noble’s success with volume-based incentives, fast payments and access to thousands of bidding opportunities through BRAVO, Noble’s supplier portal. We believe working in a reliable, responsive and accessible way with our business partners results in better ideas, better solutions, and better business opportunities.